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Delivering the Future. Now

Challenge
The customer wanted to create a web-based Quality Management solution that would help their 
clients to comply with quality regulations. A fully integrated Procedure Management solution 
(Document Handling) had to be the first step on this way.

SpecTec is a truly global maritime software company comprising 13 fully-owned 
offices in 11 countries worldwide. It provides the software tools for managing the 
specific, fundamental processes required for a business serving the Maritime, Oil 
& Gas and Defence industries. With over 12,000 licenses being sold to more than 
1,200 companies, SpecTec is recognised as a leading maritime software provider.

QMS: Web Document Handling and Document 
Reader

Domain: Document Management/Maritime industry Budget: 100.000 USD

Duration: approx. 150 days

Tasks
Our team had to develop a solution that would allow to upload / create / edit documents 
with revision control and access security.

We were asked to create a configurable workflow for the users to be able to approve 
new document revisions and be notified of them.

MS Office documents had to be supported by the solution and the changelog was supposed 
to be shown between document revisions to facilitate easy search for document content.

And last but not the least, the customer wanted to make it possible for the employees to 
register all the risks and safety-related cases so that these cases would be addressed to 
the relevant company roles and, thus, would be prevented in future by implementing 
particular safety procedures. 



Solution

Our team has developed a web application that can manage the entire document library 
and distribute what is required to the fleet or to a specific vessel. We have also reduced 
the dependency on paper by putting the entire library of documents in one consolidated 
place accessible to those who require the information. Besides, *instictools solution has 
provided the users with fast access to information in a web browser available also on the 
go and intuitive searching feature taking the users directly to the information. What’s 
especially worth mentioning is that all the document management can be done offline as 
the application is meant for work on board of ships, where most of the time there’s no 
Internet access.
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Key features

Secure document storage

Responsive web design

Configuration panel for common settings 
(e.g.: Document category, Document Type, Roles, etc.)

Company’s position management (roles and sites)

Secure sign in & out

Document Templates

Document revision which includes uploading documents 
(DOC, DOCX, HTML, EXCEL, IMAGE, PDF, TEXT, etc.), 
managing the status of the revisions and changes, 
comparison of the revisions, etc.

Links between documents

Document Reader configuration to build document 
chapters and sections

Document Reader management

Offline document management
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Techonologies

Value
Thanks to the solution implemented by *instinctools, the users got an opportunity to manage 
the revisions of documents and correlate them with all the necessary regulations in a more 
efficient way. It allowed our customer to attract more clients, which increased the business 
profitability.

I was impressed by the developers’ skills and by the ability of *instinctools to extend the team on 
really short notice. I’m looking forward to the collaboration with *instinctools on our upcoming 
digital transportation projects.

Tim Rosenberger, Director, Global R&D at SpecTec

.Net (backend) Angular (frontend)
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